
Message from Labyrinth of Amiens  
 

 On Saturday, October 20
th

, 2018 we left Chartres in the morning and set out on the road to 

Amiens. Although the cathedral in this city is larger than in Chartres, it does not have the magic. 

Her energy is no longer as soft, embracing, safe, calm, and tender as the affectionate embrace of a 

mother who holds her newborn baby on her breasts and accepts it unconditionally with all her heart, 

whith whole being. Particularly, this unconditional acceptance of every human being in sacred love, 

emanates in Chartres, from every millimeter of the cathedral, from every stained glass, from every 

statue, painting or pavement you follow.  

 The Cathedral of Amiens has majesty, sanctity, respect and gratitude, however, it lacks the 

unconditional acceptance. On the one hand, there is immense gratitude, respect and awe of the 

people who have been here for centuries and still enter and come to pray to God, but on the other 

hand, there is the misunderstanding and superiority of those who care for this temple today.  

 Despite the gift that its original architects and builders have built here, today this cathedral is 

not accessible to visitors and it is not allowed for people to walk in the labyrinth that is part of this 

cathedral, they can only see it in photos. Instead, the labyrinth is covered with chairs, so people 

cannot see all its beauty or perceive the sophistication and skill of the masters who designed and 

built it. So at least we stood together in the middle of the labyrinth and tried to imagine it between 

the chairs how it looks like. As I stood in the middle of the labyrinth, I began to perceive the 

following words that came to me:  

 

 Unity holds inside enormous creative but also destructive power.  

 And it is the power of your intention, in other words, its power and purity, as 

well as the power and purity of your thoughts, decides whether the result is a 

manifestation of creativity or of destruction.  
 On Mother Earth, everything is created and operates in duality. Therefore, Unity as a result 

of the positive intention chosen from the energy of pure thought is creative and always creates 

beauty, but Unity as a result of the negative intention born of the energy of fear or pride is 

destruction.  

 Just as Love and Fear face each other, creativity and destruction stand in duality at opposite 

ends of the imaginary pendulum.  

 And here the cosmic law applies both up and down, both in large so in small, both inside and 

out. Therefore, every human being has Unity in himself, just as Unity is in society. If a human being 

is in Unity with her/his soul, she/he can create her/his thoughts, words, decisions and deeds based 

on Love. Then everything that she/he creates and experiences in life is created by positive 

vibrations and that is when she/he creates beauty and harmony. Life of this human being is filled 

with happiness, joy,  peace, acceptance and reconciliation because all that this human being creates 

is based on the energy of Love.  

 Creative energy creates beauty because everything 

that is made by the energy of Love is beauty.  
 If a human being is not in Unity with his soul, he cannot create his thoughts, words, 

decisions and deeds from Love. And you already know that all what is not Love is Fear. Then the 

human being is controlled by fear and other energies created by fear. That is when the human being 

thinks one thing and says something else. Also his decisions differ from his actions, completely. 

Then the human being is not in Unity, is not in harmony with its soul or her/himself. And then it 

creates destructive energy and therefore destroys itself in life. This applies to every human being, as 

it applies to whole of human society.  

 The Gothic cathedrals of Chartres, Amiens, Reims were built in the Unity of all human 

beings that designed them and in the Unity of those who built them and who worked on them in any 



way. That is why the base construction of these cathedrals were built so quickly, although other 

Gothic cathedrals elsewhere were built for hundreds of years.  

 These cathedrals were built by Love, with the secret and direct help of the Templars, who 

worked in Unity with all the human beings that built them. This energy of Love gave birth and 

created this wonderful, magical beauty that has captivated you ever since.  

 It is this energy of Love that the cathedrals were built with,  what attracts you and many 

others to visit them. And it is the power of builders intention and knowledge, it is all the human, the 

spiritual and the architectural, that was unified and transferred into the buildings of these cathedrals.  

  These cathedrals were built by Love, deep Appreciation and Respect for the human beings 

who built them with Love, not only for themselves but also for future generations.  

 They were not built from the pride of great kings, wealthy rulers, or some church leaders. 

However, its creation was initiated by ordinary people, who were united in the purity of their 

thoughts and in Love. This united creative energy was so powerful that it created enormous 

enthusiasm among the builders of these sacred temples of Love.  

 Others cathedrals that were built based on decision of rich and powerful people out of pride, 

glory, or fear, do not possess this sacred energy of Love, Appreciation, Humility, and Respect. Lots  

of injustice, suffering, and unfairness have occurred during construction of these cathedrals, and  

these energies were written into their walls. The energy with which a cathedral is built becomes part 

of it, indivisible, inseparable and inseparable. And this energy is then inside the cathedral and 

speaks to the human beings who enter it and therefore some might be attracted by it and others do 

not. When you enter such building or cathedral, its energy is so strong that it will speak to your 

heart. The magical power of Love that dwells within it will change you as a human being. And this 

is the tremendous power of the original Unity that was united in Love. Love incorporated this  

vibration throughout the cathedral. It became part of its walls, columns, tiles, stained glass, statues, 

paintings, every part of the cathedral, so that it could radiate the energy of Love to the all human 

beings who enter it.  

 The more often human being enters such temple, the more he is filled with Love, 

Appreciation, Respect and Humility, the more he can see the energy of the Love with 

which it was built, and the more interconnected he is with this energy.  

  This power of Love that united in Unity its builders is transferred into the 

matter, from which it keeps on emanating forever and thus open up hearts of all 

visitors.  

 Therefore, every human being that enters any building or cathedral that was 

built in the Unity by energy of Love will come out transformed and changed by the 

energy of Love that built this building. And it depends only on the  awareness of 

human being whether this will happen consciously or unconsciously.  

 The energy of love that the cathedral is full of, will touch and become a part of 

every human being only by walking through it, by perceiving the light that passes 

through the glass of its stained glass, by perceiving the beauty and sophistication of the 

building, by observing beauty of sculptures the awe, admiration, gratitude and respect 

of all human beings who have entered it in the entire line of time.  

 And this energy becomes part of every human being who enters the cathedral. 

 Likewise, this human being will leave his Love, respect, awe, admiration, 

gratitude, sanctity and humility through his breath.  

 And this is the UNITY, that merges in love with the energy of those who created 

and built the cathedral. Original architects and builders have also put this Unity in the 

cathedral.  

     Thus, Unity, in the infinite spiral of life, unites all human beings in Love.  
 


